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About This Game

The year is 1986. Cold War leaders Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev have been kidnapped by militant extremists. Once
rivals, now they must cooperate… or die. Armed only with their fists and samurai swords and poison darts and pistols and

shotguns and fully automatic assault rifles and grenade launchers and miniguns and some other guns – sneak, slash or shoot your
way through an army of mercenaries. Save the world from nuclear Armageddon.

Reagan Gorbachev is a top-down action stealth game for one or two players (local co-op).

Key Features

32 levels of deadly mayhem.

Play your own style: Guns blazing, stealth, speed run, strategist.

Local co-op. Teach your friends what really happened in 1986.

Unique "1 Player co-op" mode where a single player controls both characters.

Challenge your friends to Reagan Gorbachev trivia.

Steam achievements and leaderboards.
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Trump Putin mode: play in the 21st century.
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Title: Reagan Gorbachev
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Team2Bit
Publisher:
Team2Bit
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox Controller Recommended

English
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I'm obsessed with this game! Everything from the art to the characters are perfect. One of the few otome games that I've
replayed over & over because of how refreshing it is!. Hard game, nothing else to say.. Useful to make optimized animations.
Good price, Easy to use, also it has achievements!!. this game is the new go to lightsaber psycho fest the first work out ive
gotten that didnt feel forced the hit and collision detection is just what ive been looking was able to effectively use about 7
different various double blade sword styles and it just felt right solid purchase here and its got leaderboards wich makes a huge
difference when i make a purchase its almost the first thing i look for its the difference between a dev just wanting to sell copies
of their game or do they want people spending a lot of time climbing ranks and logging hours. One of the worst HO games I've
ever played. The first one in the series was far better. Don't buy it at full price. Actually... don't buy it even on sale. It's dull,
boring and annoying. Waste of time and money. Invest your time and resources in something more enjoyable.. I want The
Mercury Man 2.. Gran Vitreous is a highly polished, FAST paced 2d twin stick space shooter with rogue light elements and a
deep skill tree\/level up system(say that once fast). It's got lots of loot and great graphics with tons of mesmerizing particle
effects. Catchy tunes and punchy sound effects. GV also has fantastic writing and complex yet streamlined RPG style menus
and UI. Addictive and highly recommended.. As promessed, here is an update to my original review. The original is below.

The devs certainly do their best for us. Every bug or question has been answered and followed up and as far as I know, has been
solved. The bugs that I have encountered seem to be fixed now.
So thumbs up for the developer!

Read my original message for the rest of the game:

This game certainly has its flaws, but it is a very nice game and its core usually works.

At this time of writing, I experience crashes every time I try to do a rematch. No problem, I go back to the main menu and start
a new game. One time, I had a crash mid-game (and I think I was winning). Too bad.
But the devs seem to listen to these complaints and I am hopefully waiting for the next update.

To talk about the game itself:
- I didn't know the board game before this game came to Steam, so I can't tell wether it is a good replacement for the board
game, but I actually believe that it must be because I can't think of anything the board game could have more.
- The graphics aren't great, I don't mind and neither should you because you don't play this kind of game for AAA graphics but
for the experience. Still, it would, in my opinion, be an improvement if the graphics were better because it pleases the eye.
- The AI on EASY mode is way too easy, play it only to get started. But also on MEDIUM, the AI seems to be an idiot.
Yesterday, I won on HARD and had the feeling that the AI should have seen it coming. Maybe EXPERT or IMPOSSIBLE will
give me the difficulty I need, but I can't tell yet. Anyway, there is a multiplayer option if you want the real stuff.

Short: this game is ok, but it needs bugfixes. I will change this review when those bugfixes have released.. 
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https://youtu.be/PdJ8q0rSws0

The addition of 'crime scene' reconstruction and selectable difficulty modes are welcome additions the basic 'hidden object'
foundation. The story and puzzles are as convoluted as ever.. Really enjoying this so far! I'm a huge wimp so I'm easily scared
anyway but it's a ton of fun so far. And for the price you can't go wrong really.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c4lmRNXRBcU&t=532s
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I was gifted this game ironically but it is unironically good. You just go around as a wise-beyond-her-years teenaged girl with a
1920's chic fashion sense and solve inane mysteries, taunt ♥♥♥♥♥y rivals, manipulate boys, and get away with smoking in the
basement. I have no idea what the larger plot is (or if there even is one) but, screw it, who cares? Girl power!. a great game to
play with friends. a fresh take of an RTS. \uff53\uff4d\uff41\uff53\uff48\uff49\uff4e\uff47\u3000\uff43\uff55\uff54\uff45\u
3000\uff5a\uff4f\uff4d\uff42\uff49\uff45\uff53\u3000\uff41\uff4e\uff44\u3000
\uff53\uff4b\uff45\uff4c\uff45\uff54\uff4f\uff4e\uff53

\uff45\uff45\uff52\uff49\uff45\u3000\uff53\uff41\uff54\uff49\uff53\uff46\uff41\uff43\uff54\uff49\uff4f\uff4e\u3000\uff0e
\uff0e\uff0e. This is an awesome game. It has a ton of content and fun ideas. The story is good enough to hold all of the fun
gameplay together. This is definitely worth buying!. Truthfully, the reality TV setting was initially kind of a bummer... I
definitly thought it was going to make the (already pleasantly campy) story a little TOO cheesy.

I ended up acting as bat-sh*t crazy as any of those reality TV stars in real life: "BUT if I choose, Becky, she might backstab me
and vote me!!! But will be BFF be mad at me if I choose her over my BF? I'm not here to make friends, I'm here to WIN!"

Whether it's a case of human-nature or of good story development, I was actually quite gripped. Without giving away too many
spoilers, you also gradually learn the gravity of your choices and the show/situation to the greater public.

Also I got to bang Robert Pattison. 10/10 will shame-bonk vampire♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥again.. Pros:
- Length
- Scenery and lots of custom-made assets

Cons:
- Even more boring than trodding along Donner Pass
- Few scenarios in career mode, almost all of them are in Standard for whatever reason.
- Detalisation is not there, while assets are decently detailed, route itself looks quite bare-bone
- Sounds are scarce and sub-par, horn sounds like it was ripped from some youtube video.
- Controls in the cab are scarse as they are, and even less of them are working.
- Lack of population. This is China, FFS! And yet you with your completely empty train will arrive at YUGE, but similarly
empty, stations. With, like, three people on eight platforms. Or even ten on a good day.. There's only 2 hours of gameplay here,
not really worth the price tag.. The best word to describle Fortix is simple. Simple in its mechanics, gameplay, and visuals.

You'll get about as much mileage as you'd expect out of Fortix for it's $0.99 pricetag, and the achievements are rather
frustrating, as on Impossible difficulty you're going to experience a number of rage-inducing moments.

4/10. I really liked the progression in the first few levels, and how eventually you could choose your own path to solve the
remaining ones. My only suggestion would be enabling workshop content so the fun wouldn't have to stop after 100%
completion...
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